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The relationship between emotion and attention has fascinated researchers for decades.
Many previous studies have used eye-tracking, ERP, MEG, and fMRI to explore this
issue but have reached different conclusions: some researchers hold that emotion
cognition is an automatic process and independent of attention, while some others
believed that emotion cognition is modulated by attentional resources and is a type of
controlled processing. The present research aimed to investigate this controversy, and
we hypothesized that the attentional dependence of emotion cognition is variable with
the competing task. Eye-tracking technology and a dual-task paradigm were adopted,
and subjects’ attention was manipulated to fixate at the central task to investigate
whether subjects could detect the emotional faces presented in the peripheral area with
a decrease or near-absence of attention. The results revealed that when the peripheral
task was emotional face discrimination but the central attention-demanding task was
different, subjects performed well in the peripheral task, which means that emotional
information can be processed in parallel with other stimuli, and there may be a specific
channel in the human brain for processing emotional information. However, when the
central and peripheral tasks were both emotional face discrimination, subjects could
not perform well in the peripheral task, indicating that the processing of emotional
information required attentional resources and that it is a type of controlled processing.
Therefore, we concluded that the attentional dependence of emotion cognition varied
with the competing task.
Keywords: emotion, attention, cognition, multiple resource model, dual-task
INTRODUCTION
The relationship between emotion and attention is an attractive cognitive topic and has fascinated
researchers worldwide for decades. A variety of paradigms such as Filtering, Search, Cuing, and
Multiple tasks have been used to explore the interaction of emotion and attention (Cowan, 2005;
Yiend et al., 2005, Yiend, 2010; Hur et al., 2015a; Fruchtman-Steinbok et al., 2016). Important
results regarding the cognitive theories and the associated brain mechanisms have been derived
using multiple experimental techniques such as EEG, MEG, and fMRI (Pessoa, 2008; Arend et al.,
2015). We now know that emotion and attention interact with one another and that they both
affect the prioritization of information processing (Anderson and Phelps, 2001; Anderson, 2005;
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Most et al., 2005; Okon-Singer et al., 2013). Converging evidence
has confirmed that emotional state can interfere with attention
and that the latter may modulate the neural response to
emotional stimuli (Yiend, 2010; Hur et al., 2015b).
However, how emotion cognition depends on attention has
been the subject of long-term controversy. Some researchers hold
the opinion that attention is not required for the processing of
emotional stimuli. Some previous studies found that emotional
visual stimuli can be processed very quickly and that this
processing occurs in an automatic fashion, namely in a manner
that is independent of top-down factors such as intentions and
conscious awareness (Vuilleumier et al., 2001; Pasley et al., 2004;
Sander et al., 2005; Vuilleumier, 2005). Vuilleumier et al. (2001)
carried out a well-known study in which the attentional focus
was manipulated by having subjects maintain central fixation
while they were asked to compare either two faces or two
houses presented eccentrically. They compared the activation in
the left amygdala to fearful vs. neutral faces irrespective of the
focus of attention, and they reported that differential responses
in the amygdala and visual cortex were not modulated by the
focus of attention, consistent with the view that the processing
of emotional items does not require attention (Vuilleumier
et al., 2001). Similar findings for amygdala automaticity in
the processing of fear have been reported by manipulating
object-based attention while maintaining a constant spatial locus
of attention (Anderson et al., 2003). Norman and Tokarev
(2014) recently conducted a study on the independence of face
processing and also provided evidence that spatial attention
does not modulate holistic face processing, even when multiple
faces are present. However, many other studies in the past
decade or so suggested instead that affective processing is, under
many circumstances (and possibly always), under the control of
attention (Pessoa et al., 2002a, 2005; Bishop et al., 2007; Straube
et al., 2007; Mothes-Lasch et al., 2011). For example, Pessoa et al.
(2005) found that task load was important in determining the
extent of the processing of face stimuli. When the difficulty of the
peripheral task was parametrically manipulated, a valence effect
(i.e., fearful > neutral) was observed during conditions of low
task demand but not of medium or high task demand (Pessoa
et al., 2005). Mitchell et al. (2007) also hold that the processing of
task-irrelevant emotional information, like neutral information,
is governed by top-down processes involved in selective attention.
The attentional dependence of emotion cognition on attention
was also observed in studies in which centrally presented and
overlapping competing stimuli were employed or in which highly
aversive mutilation pictures were used (Erthal et al., 2005).
Recently, Wang et al. (2016) studied the impact of perceptual load
on the processing of fearful faces and also found that attentional
resources are necessary for emotion processing.
Why did different studies lead to contradictory results about
the attentional dependence of emotion cognition? One possible
reason may be that most of the previous studies formed
conclusions based on comparisons using different kinds of
competing stimuli. Attentional resources are known to be limited.
According to perceptual load theory, if a high perceptual load
for a competing task exhausts attentional resources, then it will
prevent the processing of other tasks. However, if a low perceptual
load task does not exhaust attentional resources, then attention
can be spared to process other tasks.
When examining subjects’ response to competing stimuli,
researchers usually use the Multiple-task paradigm, which is
effective and frequently used to investigate the effects of attention
on different cognitive tasks. In multiple tasks, subjects must
allocate their limited processing capacity to meet more than
one demand when required to report two sequential or spatial
targets. Attentional blink is a frequently used temporal-sequential
Multiple-task method, in which subjects have to report two
sequential targets in a rapid stream of stimuli (called rapid
serial visual presentation; RSVP). If target 1 (T1) and target 2
(T2) are sufficiently close to each other in presentation time
(T1 is presented first and then followed closely by T2, which is
typically a few 100 ms later), then T2 is often missed (Raymond
et al., 1992). Previous attentional blink studies showed that
emotional information can either enhance or attenuate the blink,
depending on whether the emotional information is identified (or
in some studies merely presented) as the first or the second target
(Keil and Ihssen, 2004; Most et al., 2007; Trippe et al., 2007).
These results suggest that emotional information recruits extra
attentional resources during these tasks, consistent with the view
that attention is required for emotion perception.
Additionally, spatial Multiple-task paradigm can be used
to investigate the allocation of spatial attention. For instance,
using a spatial dual-task paradigm, Li et al. (2002) showed that
natural scenes, e.g., animal vs. non-animal, can be categorized
in the near-absence of spatial attention. Then, using the same
experimental paradigm, Reddy et al. (2004) reached the similar
conclusion that the attentional cost associated with the visual
discrimination of face gender is also very minor.
Until now, few studies have explored the spatial attentional
demands of emotion processing. In this paper, based on the
characteristics of the priority and automaticity of emotional
information, as well as the load theory of attention and the
multiple resource model, we hypothesized that the attentional
dependence of emotion cognition is variable with the competing
task. If the competing task is irrelevant to emotion, both
the emotional and competing tasks could be performed well.
Otherwise, the performance would be impaired. A similar spatial
dual-task paradigm which is employed by Li et al. (2002) was used
here in this study to explore whether emotional processing could
be performed well in the near-absence of spatial attention and
whether emotional information could be processed in parallel
with various visual tasks.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Ten right-handed subjects (five male and five female), including
one of the authors (Kaibin Jin), aged 19–25 years (average
21.60 ± 2.27), participated in the four experiments. All
subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were
provided with written informed consent prior to participation.
The experimental paradigm was approved by the Ethics and
Human Participants in Research Committee at the University of
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Electronic Sciences and Technology of China in Chengdu, China.
All subjects except Kaibin Jin were blind to the purpose of the
experiments.
Emotional Face Database
The emotional stimuli consisted of 280 face pictures, which were
obtained from the native Chinese Facial Affective Picture System
(CFAPS; Bai et al., 2005), including 140 negative faces and 140
positive faces. Equal numbers of male and female faces were
selected. All the pictures were divided into two subsets. One
included 120 pictures for the single-task training experiment,
and the other included 160 pictures for the dual-task testing
experiment.
Upright face pictures were used in both single-task and
dual-task experiments. The positive and negative pictures had
significant difference in valence from each other, p < 0.0001
(M ± SD, positive: 6.40 ± 0.44, negative: 2.51 ± 0.33). However,
since CFAPS is on a scale of 9, their average deviation from
neutral on the scale had no significant difference; therefore the
positive and negative stimuli were equivalent. All of the faces were
shaved, with merely interior characteristics being retained. The
resolution of the pictures was 260 × 300 dpi. The database of
gray photographs was well matched for low-level features such as
color, size, background, spatial frequency, brightness, and other
physical properties.
Experimental Setup
The tasks were performed in a sound-attenuated room that was
specially designed for psychophysical experiments. The visual
stimuli were presented on a 21-inch color monitor (DELL
Trinitron) providing a frame frequency of 100 Hz at a spatial
resolution of 1280× 1024 pixels. The viewing distance was 57 cm,
and stimuli appeared on a gray background that was adjusted to
a mean luminance of approximately 22 cd/m2.
Although all subjects were trained psychophysical observers,
we nevertheless monitored the subjects’ eye movements to
guarantee no overt fixation shifting to the peripheral pictures
during the dual-task experiments. Eye movements were recorded
with an infrared eye tracker (EyeLink 2000, SR Research, Ltd.)
and sampled at 1000 Hz. Head movements were restricted by a
forehead and chin rest. The pupil of the left eye was tracked at a
sampling rate of 1000 Hz and a spatial resolution of 0.1◦.
Training Procedure
The training procedure was almost similar to that of Li et al.
(2002). Each experiment required a significant training period,
in which the subject was instructed to finish two single-tasks. It
usually took more than 10 h (∼2,500 trials for each different task)
for a subject to coordinate their motor responses well enough to
answer a speedy peripheral task and a central task, respectively.
The central SOA (stimulus onset asynchrony, the time between
the onset of the central stimulus and the onset of the central
mask) started at 500 ms and then gradually decreased after each
block to less than 250 ms. The procedure was terminated after
the subject’s performance had stabilized, with the accuracy rate
exceeding 85% and the central SOA being below 250 ms. This
value was chosen to limit the possibility of attention switching
during stimulus presentation. The peripheral SOA was similarly
determined according to the threshold performance for each
subject. It started at 500 ms and then gradually decreased to less
than 200 ms. The procedure was terminated after the subject’s
performance had stabilized, with the accuracy rate exceeding 82%
and the peripheral SOA being below 200 ms. All tasks received
the same amount of training for each subject to avoid bias for any
particular task.
EXPERIMENTS
Experiment 1: Central Letter – Peripheral
Emotional Face Discrimination
The experiment consisted of three different conditions: a central
task condition that is attention-demanding, a peripheral task
condition in which the role of attention was investigated, and a
dual-task condition in which both the central and the peripheral
tasks were performed concurrently. Subjects were instructed to be
as accurate as possible, and there was no limitation on reaction
times because both the peripheral and the central stimuli were
masked separately and successively after their corresponding
SOAs, leaving no visual clues for the subjects beyond that
timeframe. Subjects’ responses were collected over two sessions
for each condition. Each session consisted of two blocks of 30
trials in each single-task condition and two blocks of 40 trials in
the dual-task condition.
Central Letter Discrimination Task
Each trial started with a black dot (0.3◦ × 0.3◦) presented
600 ± 100 ms before the onset of the first stimulus. The central
stimulus was a combination of five randomly rotated Ts and Ls,
each with a size of 0.8◦ × 0.8◦, either all identical or one different
from the other four, and was presented at the center of the display
at one of the nine possible locations within 1.2◦ of fixation. After
the central SOA, the letters were individually masked by an “F,”
which was rotated by an angle corresponding to the “T” or “L” it
replaced. The central SOA was determined individually for each
subject. Individual central SOAs ranged from 200 to 250 ms,
averaging 236 ms. For a given subject, the central SOA was
the same for both the single-task and the dual-task conditions.
Subjects were required to report whether the central letters were
identical or not by pressing two keys with the left hand.
Peripheral Emotional Face Discrimination Task
A face picture of approximately 2.6◦ × 3.0◦ of visual angle
was presented peripherally after the onset of the central fixation
point. The face appeared at a random location centered at
approximately 6.0◦ eccentricity. After the peripheral SOA, the
face was masked by a pattern mask composed of random noise.
Likewise, the peripheral SOA was determined individually for
each subject. Individual peripheral SOAs ranged from 160 to
200 ms, averagely 180 ms. For a given subject, peripheral SOA was
the same for both the single-task and the dual-task conditions.
Subjects were required to report whether the emotional face was
positive or negative by pressing two keys with the right hand.
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Dual-Task Condition
In the dual-task condition, subjects were instructed to fixate at the
center and focus attention on the central task but respond to both
the central and the peripheral tasks with the left and right hands,
respectively, and as accurately as possible. The experimental
protocol of the dual-task condition is illustrated in Figure 1.
Experiment 2: Central – Peripheral
Emotional Faces Discrimination
All 10 subjects from experiment 1 were asked to perform
experiment 2 after 60 days. The experimental protocols for both
the single and the dual-tasks in experiment 2 were similar to those
in experiment 1, but the central letter stimuli in experiment 1
were replaced with emotional face pictures. The size of the central
and peripheral face pictures were both 2.6◦ × 3.0◦. Similarly, the
peripheral SOA was also determined individually for each subject,
ranging from 160 to 200 ms and averaging 180 ms, and the
central SOA was 20 ms longer than its corresponding peripheral
SOA in order to guarantee that the central stimuli were always
presented earlier and masked later than the peripheral stimuli.
In the dual-task condition, subjects were required to fixate at the
center and focus attention on the central task but respond to
both the central and the peripheral tasks with the left and right
hands, respectively, and as accurately as possible. The dual-task
experimental protocol is illustrated in Figure 2.
Experiments 3 and 4: Central Letter –
Peripheral Letter and Color
Discrimination
To confirm that attention is allocated to the center of the visual
field under the dual-task condition, we conducted two control
experiments that were quite similar to those of Li et al. (2002).
In experiment 3, the central stimulus was the same as that in
experiment 1, but the peripheral stimulus was a randomly rotated
letter T or L with a size of 1.5◦ × 1.5◦ and was then masked
by the letter “F.” Subjects were required to report whether the
peripherally presented letter was T or L by pressing two keys with
the right hand. In experiment 4, the central stimulus was also the
same as that in experiment 1, but the peripheral stimulus was
a vertically bisected disk with red and green halves. The size of
the peripheral color disk was 1.5◦ × 1.5◦ and was then masked
by another disk of four quadrant swatches, with red and green
alternating between quadrants. Subjects were required to report
whether the bisected disk showed a pattern with red on the left
and green on the right, or vice versa, by pressing two keys with
the right hand. Again, before the dual-task condition, subjects
finished a training period. The training procedure showed that
all subjects achieved very high performance, almost 100%, for
the peripheral control tasks at SOA of 150 ms. For a better
match with experiments 1 and 2, we set the peripheral SOA as
200 ms for the two control experiments. Similarly, peripheral
single-task and dual-task protocols were carried out separately
for the two control experiments. These two control experiments
aimed to confirm the fact that attention is fully allocated to
the central task and that there is no decrease in the central
performance under dual-task conditions compared with single-
task conditions, because if the peripheral task does demand
attention or an attention shift occurs, the central performance
should suffer.
Data Analysis
To exclude the possibility that the subjects might shift their
fixation from the central to the peripheral stimuli or vice
versa, which might contaminate the results of the dual-task
experiments, off-line eye movement data were analyzed. If
any saccade occurred or the gazing position of eyes deviated
more than 1.5◦ from the fixation point during one trial, the
trial was discarded. In total, less than 0.1% of trials were
discarded.
Figure 3 shows an example of the real fixation positions
(FPs) and their distribution in one block during one dual-task
experiment. The left panel represents the distribution of the real
FPs. The circle that encircles the points indicates a range of 1.5◦
visual angle. It is exactly within the range of the central letter
stimuli. The curves in the middle and right panels illustrate the
distribution of the relative number (%) of the real FPs over
the horizontal and vertical axes. All of them reveal a normal
distribution, with a peak at the assigned fixation point of 0◦
eccentricity. Thus, we ensured that the eyes always well fixated
at the fixation point no matter the stimuli were presented in the
central or the peripheral position.
The performances in the dual-task experiment were
normalized according to each subject’s performance in the
corresponding single-task experiment. A one-way ANOVA and
paired t-tests were computed for each experiment to compare
single-task and dual-task performances.
RESULTS
Figure 4 shows the individual and average central and
peripheral performances in the four dual-task experiments.
In experiment 1, under the dual-task condition, subjects
were instructed to focus attention on the central letter
stimuli and to try to concurrently perform the central letter
discrimination and the peripheral emotion discrimination as
accurately as possible. The results showed that, for each subject,
the normalized central task performance under the dual-task
condition (95.81± 3.08%; mean± SEM) (Figure 4A) showed no
difference (p > 0.05) from its counterpart under the single-task
condition (96.56 ± 2.98%). Moreover, the normalized peripheral
task performance under the dual-task condition (95.36 ± 4.45%;
Figure 4A) was also not significantly (p > 0.05) different from
the corresponding performance under the single-task condition
(95.83 ± 3.89%). Previous evidence (Li et al., 2002; Reddy
et al., 2004) and our eye movement analysis clearly indicated
that there was no systematic switch of attention between
the two tasks and that attention was locked at the central
task under the dual-task condition. Therefore, the result of
experiment 1 seemed to suggest that emotion discrimination
can still be performed efficiently even when attention is drawn
away.
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic illustration of one trial in the central letter – peripheral emotional face discrimination experiment. Subjects were required to
report whether the five central letters were the same or different and whether the peripherally presented emotion was positive or negative. Both the letters and the
faces were masked individually after the corresponding stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA).
FIGURE 2 | Central – peripheral emotional faces discrimination experimental protocol. Subjects were required to fixate at and focus attention on the central
task and to respond whether the emotion was positive or negative for both the centrally and peripherally presented faces. Both the central and peripheral faces were
masked individually after the corresponding SOA.
However, in experiment 2, when the central letter
task was replaced by the emotion discrimination task
under the dual-task condition, although the central task
performance under the dual-task condition (94.25 ± 3.96%)
was almost equivalent to that in the single-task condition
(96.25 ± 3.52%; p > 0.05), the peripheral emotion
discrimination performance under the dual-task condition
(62.58 ± 4.89%; Figure 4B) decreased significantly (p < 0.0001)
compared with that under the single-task condition
(95.83± 3.89%).
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FIGURE 3 | (A) Distribution of the real fixation positions (FPs) of the eyes in one block. (B) and (C) Distributions of the relative number (%) of the real FPs over the
horizontal and vertical axes.
Figures 4C,D show the results of control experiments 3 and
4, in which the peripheral tasks involved discriminating either a
masked letter (Figure 4C) or a masked color disk (Figure 4D) in
the dual-task conditions. Consistent with previous studies (Braun
and Julesz, 1998; Adolphs et al., 1999; Li et al., 2002; Reddy
et al., 2004), a dramatic drop was observed in the peripheral
performances in both of these two control experiments. In
experiments 3 and 4, the peripheral performances decreased from
99.38± 0.83% and 98.62± 1.50% in single-tasks to 51.76± 4.25%
and 57.88 ± 3.31% in dual-tasks, respectively (p < 0.0001),
which showed that the subjects could not do any better than
random guessing during the dual-task scenarios. These results
demonstrated that attention was effectively allocated to the
central task and also provided evidence that extensive training
did not necessarily result in an improvement in performance,
given that subjects received the same amount of training in all
experiments.
Figure 5 presents the average central and peripheral
performances in the four dual-task experiments. The
performances in experiments 3 and 4 showed that in the
peripheral area under the dual-task condition, neither the color
nor the letter discrimination tasks could be performed very well,
even though colors and letters are simple information. This result
indicated, to a certain extent, that attention in this peripheral
area did decrease or was even absent. Meanwhile, in experiments
2, subjects’ attention was manipulated in the same way as in
experiments 3 and 4, and the performance on the peripheral
emotion discrimination task suffered heavily. This indicated that
the processing of emotion cognition was blocked in a decrease or
near-absence of attention, which indicated that the processing of
emotion requires attention.
However, a closer look at the result revealed that there
were no significant differences in the accuracy rate in the
central letter discrimination tasks among experiments 1, 3, and
4 (p > 0.05), but the performance in the peripheral task in
experiment 1 differed significantly from those in experiments 3
and 4 (p < 0.0001). The central task in experiments 1, 3, and
4 was letter discrimination, identical across these experiments.
Moreover, the attentional distribution in the peripheral area in
experiment 1 decreased or was nearly absent, which was almost
the same as in experiments 3 and 4. However, surprisingly, the
accuracy rate in the peripheral task in experiment 1 (emotion
discrimination) was significantly better than those in experiments
3 and 4 (letter and color discrimination). This important result
indicated that emotion cognition can be performed even in an
area with decrease or near-absence of attention, incongruent with
the above conclusion that emotion cognition requires attention.
Further analysis will be performed later to explore the causes of
this contradiction.
We also analyzed the error rate in peripheral emotion
discrimination tasks in experiments 1 and 2, and the results
are illustrated in Figure 6. The performance in experiment 1
(Figure 6A) showed that when discriminating negative faces,
the non-normalized average error rate was 15.75 ± 2.48%,
while when discriminating positive faces, the non-normalized
average error rate was 28.00 ± 4.66%, showing a significant
difference between the two situations [t(9) = 2.970, p < 0.05].
This indicated that negative emotional information was more
easily cognitively processed, which is consistent with the previous
reports that negative emotional information had priority in
processing and could affect the attention distribution to some
degree (Vuilleumier et al., 2001; Pessoa and Ungerleider, 2004;
Anderson, 2005). This result provided additional evidence
that under the condition in experiment 1 (central letter –
peripheral emotional face discrimination task), the peripherally
presented emotional faces were indeed processed by the
subjects.
The performance in experiment 2 (Figure 6B) showed no
significant difference in the error rate between discriminating
negative and positive faces [t(9) = 0.584, p > 0.05]. The non-
normalized average error rate of discriminating negative faces
was 48.87 ± 3.88%, and that of discriminating positive faces was
49.50 ± 1.62%. These two results were essentially the same, and
both were at the level of random chance. This result provided
further evidence that under the condition in experiment 2
(central – peripheral emotional faces discrimination task),
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FIGURE 4 | Individual and average central and peripheral performances under the dual-task condition in the four experiments. The horizontal axis
represents the performance of the attention-demanding central task. The vertical axis represents the performance of the peripheral task. Each open circle represents
the individual performance of one subject in the dual-task, and the small blue dot near the horizontal or vertical axis represents the average performance of
corresponding central or peripheral task for all subjects. The accuracy rate is the normalized data. Error bars represent SD. (A) Central letter-peripheral emotional
face discrimination task. (B) Central – peripheral emotional faces discrimination task. (C) Central – peripheral letter discrimination task. (D) Central letter – peripheral
color disk discrimination task.
subjects did not switch their attention during the presentation
of the stimuli, and they discriminated the peripherally
presented emotional faces by randomly guessing, which
means that the peripheral emotional faces were not processed
at all.
DISCUSSION
In this study, the role of attention in emotion discrimination
was studied by using a dual-task paradigm in which subjects
concurrently performed a central attention-demanding task and
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FIGURE 5 | Average central and peripheral performances in the four dual-task experiments. The vertical axis represents the accuracy rate. The black bar
represents the performance of the attention-demanding central task. The gray bar represents the performance of the peripheral task. The accuracy rate is the
normalized data. The stimuli presented in the central and peripheral tasks in the four experiments are illustrated above the corresponding bars. ∗∗∗ p < 0.0001.
FIGURE 6 | Error rates in emotion discrimination tasks in the
peripheral area in experiments 1 (A) and 2 (B). The black bar represents
the error rate of all subjects when discriminating negative faces. The gray bar
represents the error rate of all subjects when discriminating positive faces. The
error rate is the non-normalized data. ∗ p < 0.05.
a peripheral emotion discrimination task. The effect of attention
on emotion discrimination was measured by comparing the
performance on the peripheral task under the single-task
condition with that under the dual-task condition. If emotion
discrimination requires little or no attentional resources in
any case, which means that emotional information could be
processed concurrently with any other visual task, then the
peripheral performance would suffer minimally in all dual-
task conditions compared to the single-task condition. If the
emotional task does require some attention, then the peripheral
performance should be severely impaired under the dual-task
conditions. If, however, the attentional dependence of emotion
cognition is variable with the competing task, then the peripheral
performance might be comparable when the competing task is
irrelevant to emotion, and otherwise, the performance would
decrease significantly.
In experiments 1 and 2, the subjects underwent the same
training procedures and experimental protocols, and their
attention could not switch between central and peripheral
tasks in either experiment. To some extent, experiment 2 was
much easier than experiment 1 because the central SOA in
experiment 2 was adopted according to the peripheral emotion
discrimination task and prolonged by 20 ms in order to
guarantee that the central stimuli were always presented earlier
and masked later than the peripheral stimuli. Nevertheless, the
peripheral emotion discrimination task was performed very well
concurrently with the central letter task in experiment 1, whereas
it was significantly impaired when performed concurrently with
a central emotion discrimination task in experiment 2. Why did
this happen?
It is high time that we thoroughly examine the reason
underlying the contradiction in the attentional dependence of
emotion. Psychological researchers strongly agree that a wise and
scientific approach would be to simultaneously adopt the load
theory of attention and the multiple resource model to compare
and explain the results of multi-task experiments. Load theory of
attention is frequently used to explain the distribution model of
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attention. It proposes that the organism has a limited attentional
capacity; therefore, within certain time duration, the cognitive
resource that is distributed to the current task is naturally
limited. This theory emphasizes that the distribution model of
cognitive resource in the selective attention process is decided
by the perceptual load of the current task (Lavie and Tsal, 1994;
Lavie et al., 2004, 2014; Cao et al., 2014; Bobak and Langton,
2015; Tan et al., 2015). In the four experiments in the current
study, there was no significant difference in the accuracy rate
in the central tasks under either the dual-task or the single-task
condition, demonstrating that the peripheral task did not affect
the central task. This also demonstrated that the central task was
a high perceptual load task that occupied most of the attentional
resources of the subjects and left very little attentional resource
for the peripheral area. Therefore, the peripheral stimuli cannot
be processed sufficiently, and their recognition rate reached
just a level of random guessing. However, in experiment 1
(central letter – peripheral emotional face discrimination task),
subjects’ performance in the peripheral task was very good
(Figure 5). This absolutely did not agree with the load theory
of attention, and we therefore concluded that the load theory of
attention is not suitable for explaining the results of the current
study.
Thus, we turned to the multiple resource model, which is also
widely acknowledged and can explain the distribution model of
attention and the cognitive processing strategy (Wahn and König,
2016). This model proposes that there are multiple resource
channels in the human cognitive system and that each can process
certain external information in a specific way. As long as the
processing demand of the stimuli does not exceed the limit of
the specific processing resource, different types of information
from various sensory channels can be processed simultaneously
by these specific resource channels. According to the multiple
resource model, the result of a dual-task condition is affected
by two major factors. One is whether the two tasks require the
same resource channel, and the other is whether the incoming
information from a certain sensory channel exceeds the limit of
the specific processing resource in that channel. If the two tasks
demand different resource subsets and the limit is not reached,
then the subject can present a good performance in the dual-task
(Wickens, 2002, 2008).
In the current study, the central and peripheral tasks in
experiment 2 were both emotional face discrimination tasks.
Therefore, they required the same cognitive processing resource.
Because the focal attention of the subjects was on the central
task, the peripheral performance was severely impaired in the
dual-task condition, with just chance-level accuracy, as shown
in Figure 4B. However, in experiment 1, the central task
was letter discrimination, while the peripheral task is emotion
discrimination. These tasks were different and could therefore
be processed in parallel because they consume different attention
resources. Overall, our results demonstrated that the attentional
dependence of emotion cognition can vary with the competing
task. Recently, Kuang (2016) also discussed the attention to faces
in a social context and stated that the attention in social contexts
is a dynamic behavioral and cognitive process that could be
flexibly employed to enhance any behaviorally salient stimuli.
However, there is a doubt about the impaired peripheral
performance in experiment 2, namely, whether it was due to
the perceptual competition per se or was simply because of
the differences in the reporting costs. In experiment 2, both
the central and the peripheral tasks were emotion perception
tasks. It may be more challenging to memorize and report
two close answers (two emotions in experiment 2) than two
different category answers (letter and emotion in experiment 1).
To answer this question, we did a complementary experiment
and recruited another 10 right-handed subjects (three male and
seven female), aged 22–33 years (23.70± 3.36). The experimental
protocols in the additional experiment were exactly the same
with those in experiment 2, but the central task was face gender
discrimination.
According to the previous study conducted by Reddy et al.
(2004), subjects can response to face gender very quickly
within about 145 ms when the stimuli were presented in
the peripheral area. Therefore, we changed the contrast
of the centrally presented face stimuli to increase the task
difficulty so as to guarantee that subjects fixated at and
locked their focal attention on the central task. The results
showed that the normalized central task performance
under the dual-task condition (94.44 ± 1.52%) was almost
equivalent to its counterpart in the single-task condition
(94.64 ± 1.18%; p > 0.919), but the normalized peripheral task
performance under the dual-task condition (70.45 ± 2.47%)
decreased significantly compared with the corresponding
performance under the single-task condition (100.02 ± 1.45%;
p < 0.0001).
In the additional experiment, although reporting gender and
emotion is easier than reporting two emotions, the peripheral
performance was still heavily impaired and was not improved
substantially compared with that in experiment 2. Therefore,
we hold the view that the impaired peripheral performance in
experiment 2 was not caused by the reporting cost, but was due
to the perceptual task per se. Actually, it has already proved
by Li et al. (2002), and Rousselet et al. (2002) by using event
related potentials (ERP), that it is not necessarily the complexity
of the visual discrimination task that determines whether it can
be performed in the near-absence of attention; the type of stimuli
also plays an important role in determining the attentional
demands of the task. Our results were consistent with these
previous studies.
Our results in experiment 1 suggested that emotion cognition
can be performed well even in an area with decrease or near-
absence of attention when the competing task is irrelevant to
emotion, which implied that emotion can be processed in parallel
with some other kind of information. Some neurophysiological
studies about emotion cognition reported that the amygdala
plays a crucial role in emotion processing and contains two
different components when processing emotional information.
One is an early, rapid, automatic processing component that
is independent of the cognitive load and attentional resource
(Sander et al., 2005). The other is a late, top-down, attention-
controlled component (Pessoa et al., 2002b; Bishop et al., 2007;
Mothes-Lasch et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2014). This dual-path
model postulates that the amygdala provides two pathways
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in emotion processing, namely the subcortical and cortical
pathways. The subcortical pathway can roughly but rapidly
process simple emotional information, such as the fearful faces
that suddenly appear in the low-sensitivity peripheral vision area,
fearful pictures that are vague and low in spatial resolution, and
similar stimuli. This pathway responds after only approximately
120 ms after the onset of the stimulus, which is very quickly
and far earlier than the elaborate processing of faces by the
visual cortex, as well as earlier than any attention modulation
component (Pourtois et al., 2005; Eimer and Holmes, 2007). The
cortical pathway can address emotional information elaborately
but slowly, at approximately 170 ms after the stimulus onset.
The two pathways and their corresponding automaticity and
modulation components in emotion processing interact with
each other. On the one hand, this integration mechanism reflects
the capacity of humans to rapidly detect and respond to danger
and threat; on the other hand, it indicates that advanced cognitive
function can accomplish further processing of emotion and affect
behavioral decisions. According to this report, emotion cognition
is variable to some extent, and we can consider it a type of
controlled processing.
CONCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS
In summary, the current study adopted a dual-task paradigm
to investigate the relationship between emotion cognition and
attention, as well as the possible neuromechanism. After all of
the detailed analyses and explanations, it is necessary to clearly
state our results as follows: First, emotion cognition required
very little attention when the competing task was irrelevant to
emotion or emotion related types. Second, when both the central
and peripheral tasks were discrimination of emotional faces, the
subjects did not perform well in the peripheral task, showing
that similar attentional resources affected emotion cognition
and it was the perceptual task per se of the competing task,
instead of the reporting cost, that impaired the performance
in emotion cognition. Overall, the attentional dependence of
emotion cognition is variable with the competing task and is
a type of controlled processing. These results indicated that
emotional information can be processed in parallel with other
stimuli and that there may be a specific channel in the human
brain to process emotional information.
Since this is a behavioral study, and it is difficult to objectively
quantify the research conditions and results, it inevitably yielded
limitations and suggested possible future research. Firstly, we
hold the view that emotion is a specific kind of stimulus, which
is different from and can be processed in parallel with certain
other stimuli such as letters and colors. However, the stimuli
used in this study were quite limited, so it would be a good
idea to employ more types of stimuli in the future, such as
animals, orientations, and shapes. Moreover, although the eye
movements were recorded in this study, the brain activity was
not detected. Therefore, future studies may use ERP, fMRI,
and other approaches to investigate the brain activity under
the dual-task condition and thus further verify whether there
is a specific attention channel for emotional information. In
addition, only visual stimuli were used in this study. Because
emotional information can also be perceived via other sensory
channels, such as audio, touch, and smell, and in order to
verify the existence of the specific emotional channel, future
studies may also employ various forms of stimuli and testify
whether emotional information coming from other sensory
channels can be processed in parallel with other types of
information.
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